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Letter 876j
Money Votes
—OR—
“Beat The System”
2021-08-11
Dear Yeshua,
The contents of this Letter is derived from an audio =ield report.
Tuesday, 5 January 2021, 7:59AM.
I woke up a little after 2AM, thinking I was up for the day, but then I went back to sleep and reawakened
again at 4:30AM, looked at the clock and went back to sleep again. Then I woke up for the day at 6:30AM.
I don't remember dreaming last night, but I do remember having a dream yesterday, in which I was trying
to dust mop the tops of some high standing cabinets and shelves with a dust mop. There was some
argument surrounding what I was doing about my procedures. That was the extent of the dream.
The purpose of that dream was to indicate that I had been wrestling in my sleep with some things leftover
from my working days at the hospital (G6). I didn't even make a log entry of it. I'm just mentioning it
here because it happened.
But today when I woke up at 6:30 I was sore in my shoulder muscles. Not an acute soreness, but kind of a
dull soreness, because I had been wrestling with something or someone.
Yesterday at about 5:45PM I had a telephonic medical appointment with the doctor I'm presently seeing.
It was supposed to be a FaceTime/Zoom meeting, but the doctor called my phone directly and said that
he was having a hard time logging into Zoom.
So, we just talked over the phone, which constituted a “billable hours” appointment for him. But also, he
“re-upped” my prescription for Vicodin for the next 90 days, which was nice since I was prepared once
again to go without, but the Lord intervened, and made the additional provision.
It seems the reason why I woke up sore this morning and yesterday was due to an accumulation of stress
from the con=licts and ongoing tumult surrounding the election, because in the next couple of days some
members of the Senate will possibly question the outcome of the election, and attempt to have certain
states re-certi=ied or recounted, or something like that.
I personally think that's a good idea. I learned over the course of this year that not long after the State of
Washington went to lockdown due to COVID-19, the State of Washington Employment Security
Department lost over $500,000,000.00 (500 million dollars) to Nigerian internet scammers.
These foreign criminal elements were able to pose as newly unemployed workers in the State of
Washington because a worker in that same department had reduced the online computer security
protocols, thinking it would make the application process easier for legitimate applicants. But reducing
the security protocols only made it easier for Nigerian criminals to steal from the State of Washington.
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My point of bringing this up is that if Nigerian hackers in Nigeria can commit fraud and steal over half a
billion dollars by hacking into a computer system in the State of Washington within just a few short
weeks, then it seems to me it would be a pretty easy thing for political operatives here in the United
States, who have who had four years of planning, to muss about with the digital vote counting computers,
which as far as I'm concerned are less than secure, (just by being a computer), because computers are not
secure by their very nature. That's why software is always being patched and updated, because there's
always a vulnerability being discovered in the software or hardware which creates a hole for some
malicious code-writer to get in and write their own code and make the computer system do what they
want it to do.
What we've got now are senators in the Senate who want to challenge the election results because some
of the states were reportedly using less than accurate vote counting machines, computers that can be
programmed to count votes in strange ways. I have actually heard that one type of machine is able to
programmed to count a fraction of a vote, which is beyond belief to me, because you can't have 1.5 votes.
Counting half a voter is just plain bullshit. But I heard that to be the case, I just can't con=irm it to be true.
Let's put some things in some perspective; if one knows the vulnerabilities of a system, those
vulnerabilities and weaknesses can be used to their bene=it by that person. I know this from =irsthand
experience, because I was a building custodian for much of my career, and I would routinely use building
vulnerabilities to do things I wanted to do. Not necessarily illegal or unethical, in fact they weren’t as far
as I knew. Just creative “work-arounds” which made my job easier. (However, to legalistic and/or foolish
onlookers, these exploits would appear to be at the least unorthodox).
But the principles are the same; if you know the system you can make it work for you*, especially if you
know the vulnerabilities, weaknesses, and =laws within that system**. That's just part of good
intelligence gathering.
(A kind of interesting sidebar — God in his wisdom prepared for the possibility of “malicious code”
manifesting in His system; He created Archangel Michael and a host of warrior angels as an “anti-virus”
to oppose the infection of the Lucifer-led insurrection. That way God would have His own resources to
combat rebellion in His own ranks should it occur. See Revelation 12:7-9).
Fortunately for Christians, Yahweh knows all the vulnerabilities and weaknesses of the Enemy’s camp. He
sent His son Jesus to take advantage of those weaknesses, in order to render powerless all the power of
the Devil.
*Counting cards while playing Blackjack comes to mind.
** The song Beat The System by Petra comes to mind.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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